
990202-1a-Gilarmi

March 3, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn

EGOS ON THE PATH PART 1
Transcription published in 09-12-07 issue of Contact

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 Egos on The Path Part 1
00:23 Hatonn identifies self
00:54 Do we have a mission or not?
01:06 We are going to bury a few egos
02:30 You knew this would be a trememdously trying period of time
08:33 You are taking direction, in this instance, from Commander Hatonn, Aton of Light
12:07 You have got to start decerning gentlemen
14;38 Let us get to the BIG questions
17:26 Document of September 9, 1996 talks about the five trillion a year limit
19:31 You make your own way so difficult for me to keep you in security
24:22 Your problem is always, as usual, right within the circle
32:48 What is this discussion about?
36:47 Talk of some leaving Manila to go back to Tehachapi
40:56 What is going on back home is incredibly destructive
44:03 We have not been served by Sananda since we have been here
45:06 TAPE CONTINUES ON 990202-1b-Gilarmi

990202-1-b-Gilarmi

March 3, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn

EGOS ON THE PATH  PART 2
Transcription published in 09-12-07 issue of Contact

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 Egos on The Path Part 2
00:10 What is it you want from accomplishing this task
04:03 Are we going to have mutiny just to get control of our paper? 
07:24 Doris in her human form has had to face disaster after disaster
13:01 The plan is to reverse the trend--and you are going to trash me and my receiver
15:40 If I am not real, how can you possibly believe anything?
20:15 Whoever is left here to deal in South Asia must be able to give valid Deeds
23:29 I am not going to promise that you can get out of here
24:06 We have to go through with what we are doing here
25:19 I hope that you don't think so little of yourselves that you think your absence won't make a

difference--because it will make everything more difficult
26:43 You are all nursing wounds before you have been wounded
28:07 Your soul is up to you and God. The World is going to change
28:42 We have that final key, Salu
28:47 END OF MEETING



990424-1a

Nicky/Eleanor
March 5, 2010
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn  (from Tehachapi)

BRINGING THE TEHACHAPI TEAM UP TO DATE

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 Bringing The Tehachapi Team Up To Date
01:25 Hatonn said there would be sorting
02:25 Egos are the undoing of all human individuals
07:24 You are not going to change any thing--you are going to change the World
09:00 The Khazarian Empire has become stronger in the United States
10:00 In the Philippines you cannot have gold, but you can have gold jewelry
13:23 You are already into Armageddon, has anyone noticed?
32:00 You are going to find that the "Bobsey" trio wrote themselves bonus checks out of your

money
39:24 The word came down to get those two out of the Philippines
40:30 Messages from EJ and Doris to Tehachapi were dumped
42:50 TAPE CONTINUES ON 990424-1b

990424-1b

March 5, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn  (from Tehachapi)

BRINGING THE TEHACHAPI TEAM UP TODATE.... CONTINUED

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 Bringing The Tehachapi Team Up to Date
00:12 I, Hatonn am here
01:24 The writing that swayed the trio was the one on war by JONUR, Joseph--these are game

playing
05:57 Turning it over to God
12:05 Everything will be done offshore 
13:16 We can start funneling money from offshore onto offshore NATIVE BANKS
14:08 Fear immobilizes, fear makes you do foolish things
15:15 Do not lie to God and that is what is happening
18:01 We went from a program that NOW has become unworkable
20:14 You have to contend all the time with measuring your NOW by what was
21:57 You are in a world of confrontation
22:30 You always work from that which you deserve
25:00 Why not just take Truth and build upon it
26:49 Why not just take responsibility and then you do not have to blame anybody
27:45 Function on responsibility of self
29:16 Can you evaluate growth of people by what they do?
30:55 We are going to have attitude adjustments
34:00 What do you do when ego strikes out for survival
35:34 I, Hatonn know what your soul wants to become
41:57 TAPE CONTINUES ON 990424-2a



990424-2a

March 6, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn

EXPOSE OF THE THREE "DIRECTORS", THE STING

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 Expose of The Three "Directors", The Sting
02:38 We have a whole entourage of "Directors" and nobody is anything
03:47 Making secret arrangements to get out of here—they foresee a possibility of a TRILLION

dollars
04:27 You don't keep secrets from God
05:55 They signed their whole career away because they were pissed off
07:04 Always watch for the "BIG ONE"--NAMES were removed from the bank accounts
09:46 A fradulent forgery
10:46 We had to find out who would betray us
15:29 Clean out the Phoenix Institute and move on
17:30 Getting it ALL out there
20:03 We protect the Nevada Corporation to the full extent possible
28:33 Who will go and who will stay the course with us
33:17 Need the paper (Contact) now for different purposes
35:12 Keep an appearance of struggle--I don't have anything
38:54 Domestic citizen discussed
39:38 We are not going to play with our enemies
45:25 TAPE CONTINUES ON 990424-2b



990424-2b

March 6, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn

THE TURN OF THE MILLENIUM

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 The Turn Of The Millenium
00:57 Deposit Trust Corporation--cover-up
02:30 It is the smaller nations that will pay the price
03:48 Armageddon is underway--has to be in the Holy Land
04:48 Big Bear to the north has everything--there is a real problem with the Dragon
07:07 Holy Bible is a book on war, killing, crucifixion, and thievery
08:13 You have to grow up into a better way
16:17 Get Elaine Pagels Prophesies as they have better dates than any others given
17:50 Pleadians will produce the new order of the land, the new city, the new order (in the

Philippines)
19:04 Lemuria and Mu will rise but they are not the same
20:30 The reality of your experiencing. experiencing must take place
22:10 Prepare as you ordinarily would for any little disaster
23:42 The twelfth planet can be diverted or it can collide (with Earth)
25:23 Do positive creating
29:50 Wayne Dyer studied with the Masters, read his books
30:34 You are a human--now you want out of it
31:30 You are here to grow into your purpose, a co-creator with God
40:17 Grid trails, deliberate feeding and seeding of contrails and now you have a new disease
41:21 TAPE CONTINUES ON 990424-3a

990424-3a

March 7, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn

WHO IS THEM AND WHO IS US?

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 Who Is Them and Who Is Us? 
01:10 The IRS form is not something in your higher expectation of growth
02:23 It is not WHAT you THINK--it is what you REACT to
05:44 Quit trying to fix things
07:19 All the problems that came, have come to bear fruit and it is painful
08:36 You have to judge actions
09:19 You can end up back in a cave--instead of paradise
09:48 In one fell swoop they made themselves into a cult
10:26 We are not against anything--we are for creating everything
12:21 "They" are resigning as of the end of April
15:20 You are obligated to let them go and find their experience
16:50 You took your EGO too s-e-r-i-o-u-s-l-y
19:21 When you do not care about things any longer, you will be afloat in them
20:03 When you circulate your money it grows
25:05 Salu
25:07 END OF MEETING



990425-1a

March 7, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn

THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC (THE EGO) KEEPS COMING UP

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 That Old Black Magic (the Ego) Keeps Coming Up
00:31 The greatest thing is when you outgrow the need to feed the EGO
02:00 Come out of self and think of others
02:45 Keep it simple
03:30 Marriage is sometimes the beginning of the end
05:30 The difference between purpose and goal
07:25 Beware of the teacher who teaches in unknown tongues
13:24 Hear yourself, your God--only you can interpret for self
15:11 Be careful--do not be gullible--measure truth
17:49 Brief break on tape
18:30 If you are going to build, start with the foundation
22:45 There must be choices
27:02 We will have the money to hire the help
28:48 Trouble from day one was happening
33:22 God does not hop in between a man and a wife
34:25 You are afraid pf success
36:12 They had to get back to Tehachapi to cover the books
37:43 You cannot bring wealth back into a broken house
39:34 Every choice has a result
41:27 TAPE CONTINUES ON 990425-1b

990425-1b

March 8, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn

YOU DO NOT WANT GOD FOR AN ENEMY

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 You Do Not Want God For An Enemy
00:10 I, Hatonn will get rid of the dark energy
03:34 You are experiencing deja vu all over again
04:47 Every lesson you have is a training experience
05:53 Silver Ray is the ray of creation, the silver chord, the Grandfather
06:50 They had a meeting to put Hatonn in his place
10:03 Confront these people and they will run
14:22 Each race covets another race--you are what you are
18:25 You are a spiritual being, expressing as a human
21:14 You must have the ability of independent survival capability
24:15 There is a hibiscus plant that is more versatile than hemp
27:02 Pray to be honorable
29:39 You are not supposed to kill unborn babies
32:08 Don't give God an ultimatum
40:30 TAPE CONTINUES ON 990425-2a



990425-2a

March 08, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE:  G.C. Hatonn

TIME AND TIME AGAIN

TIME SUBJECT

00:00 Time and Time Again
00:38 You get delayed in this time segment--all is simultaneous, only handle sequential events
02:24 Doing in the name of God hurts twice as much
04:25 Coming into a time of knowing and a time of realization that we are not the only ones
05:36 The Command is truly here and very close
06:42 Ships all over the sky
07:34 You have a new solar system
08:39 The book "Solar Cross" (and group) started a lot of people on their way to enlightenment
10:38 L. Ron Hubbard had it
13:09 We are always seeking purpose
14:02 You don't have to put anyone down
15:00 I need to know what you are willing to know
16:07 Knowing comes from experience
18:37 I want to get Sipapu done for Wally Gentleman
23:30 We are a team about our work
24:04 Salu
24:15 END OF METING
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